
THE STORY OF DRUG TRAFFICKING  3x52’
From the 1880’s to today, discover the incredible saga of global drug 
trafficking, heroin, cocaine, opium, cannabis and other synthetic drugs. 
In an in depth chronological investigation, global geopolitics and power 
struggles between states will be analyzed through an original angle. There 
are few commodities as global as drugs. How this trade influenced relations 
between states, global financial interests, secret diplomacies, secret special 
forces and mafias, on all continents over a century in a half.

1Screen online on https://distribution.arte.tv/home

NEW PROGRAMS
SPRING 2020

I N V E S T I G A T I O N

THE GREAT WALL OF JAPAN  52’
After the disaster of March 2011, the Japanese authorities decided to build 
a gigantic 15-meterhigh and 500 kilometers long anti tsunami wall, sepa-
rating the land and the ocean. But what is the environmental and human 
impact of this wall?

THE RIVAL PRINCES OF THE GULF 52’
Between 2013 and 2015, three young princes took over the main oil 
monarchies in the Gulf. This new generation of rulers has imposed a new and 
much more violent way of governing. Today, their rivalry is tearing the Gulf 
apart and destabilizing the entire Middle East. On one side the Qatar emir, 
Tamim Al Thani, 38. On the other, Mohammed “MBS” Ben Salman, 33, crown 
prince of Saudi Arabia. In his contention for the position of strong man in the 
Middle East, he can count on his ally: Abu Dhabi Crown prince Mohammed 
“MBZ” Ben Zayed, a military strategist.

THE LAWS OF WAR 52’
Even in wars, there are rules. One of them, universally recognized, is not 
to target civilians. What is the situation today? How are these «laws» 
applied practice in countries like Ukraine, Iraq and Turkey where civil war 
rage? Laws of war» takes us to the heart of these laws. Although the 
number of soldiers killed in combat has fallen dramatically since the end 
of the Second World War, civilians are now the primary victims of conflicts 
which ride roughshod over the rules and regulations.

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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WORK, WAGES AND PROFIT 6x52’
From a founding text by Karl Marx, thinkers in 
economics and social sciences from around 
the world are invited to reflect on the origins 
of the terms that structure our lives. Our entire 
capitalist system is dissected to open up the 
discussions on the world of tomorrow.

Screen online on  http://distribution.arte.tv 2

I N V E S T I G A T I O N

TRACKING RUSSIAN HACKERS 52’ 
For the past 2 years, Russian hackers have been 
on the front page of Western media. On the 
international scene, they have become the bad 
guy. Russian hackers are the new symbol and 
the figurhead of an agressive Russia that is no 
content to spy but to attack. But who are they 
really? 

E C O N O M Y

NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS: THE SECRETS OF THE BUILDERS 2x52' 
Last April, the world held its breath as Notre Dame, the most wondrous of cathedrals, almost burnt to 
the ground and with her 800 years of history. 
Our film tells Notre Dame’s story, starting in the Middle Ages, when master builders reinvented the 
art of construction to erect Gothic cathedrals. Eight centuries of passion, talent, blood, destruction 
and rebirth, during which time the cathedral witnessed some tumultuous moments in the history 
of France, from the most glorious to its darkest periods. A gripping docu drama using 3D animation 
combined with exclusive footage and interviews of historians, scientists, architects and engineers.

H I S T O R Y

VERSAILLES, AN UNDERGROUND 
MEGASTRUCTURE  52’
If the Versailles Palace is renowned throughout 
the world, it is mainly for its fountains; each year, 
some 10 million visitors come to admire them. 
But how many actually know that they work 
thanks to 35 km of piping and 70,000 m3 of 
water? Where does Versailles’ water come from? 
How is it supplied and managed?

THE AMERICAN CRUSADE IN AFRICA 58’
In 2012, the United States launched a huge mi-
litary operation in Uganda and the Central Afri-
can Republic, to capture Africa’s most wanted 
warlord, Joseph Kony. A manhunt that lasted 
5 years and cost over 700 million dollars, but 
Kony was never found. Was the US army really 
looking for him? Or was the operation a cover 
up for other activities in this very strategic part 
of Africa?

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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A HISTORY OF THE EUROPEAN WORKING CLASS 4x52’ 
The working class has played an essential part of European countries’ history – through revolutions, 
wars and social progress.  In 4 episodes of a spectacular tale, this show reminds us of what our 
societies owe to the workers’ movements and its struggles. The story begins in the 18th century, but 
their fight carries on today. Much of our current democracies’ institutions and values flow from older 
working class demands: universal suffrage or social solidarity are some of its most telling examples. 
Our culture – the way we dress, the songs we listen to, the movies we watch and the mass-media 
themselves – heavily relies on the workers’ erstwhile popular culture.

H I S T O R Y

 
EIFFEL TOWER: A BUILDING WONDER 52’ 
Delve into the Eiffel Tower’s breathtaking history, 
from its construction to the present day - thanks 
to spectacular images and an original 3D vision 
that retraces the main stages of its construction 
step by step. 

 

THE BIRTH OF HAUTE CUISINE 52’ & 90' 
Haute cuisine is a modern luxury that was invented over a century ago by one man. Auguste Escoffier 
revolutionized French cooking and dining experience and made them a world reference in culinary 
arts. He became the legendary chef of the first luxury hotels: the Ritz in Paris, the Savoy and Carlton 
in London, and then New York. He set the new model of modern gastronomy: organization in the 
kitchen, uniforms for the personnel, new recipes, hygiene measures, presentation of the dishes and 
service of course. Through reenactments, archives and interviews of starred-chefs from around the 
world, we will retrace the birth of haute cuisine and how the legacy of Escoffier remains today.

C O N T E M P O R A R Y  H I S T O R Y

LIVING IN GERMANY AT WAR  2x52’
This film, consisting entirely of archives, will
recount the daily lives of both German civilians
and soldiers during the six years of WW2, from
its start in September 1939 up to the months
following the German surrender. A plunge into
the private lives of a people on the path to 
selfdestruction. 

@MIPDoc 
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I N V E S T I G A T I O N

MAHATMA GANDHI, BEYOND THE MYTH 52’
Gandhi was a world known icon, a non-violent leader and symbol of 
India’s independence. What were his strategies to personify this struggle, 
and how did he make his own body and his image the key weapons of a 
worldwide communications battle in India, Europe and in the US? 

I N V E S T I G A T I O N

STALIN’S EXECUTIONERS - THE KATYN MASSACRE 52’& 90’ 
In April 2020, 80 years will have passed since the killings of 22,000 Polish 
war prisoners by the NKVD, the Soviet political police. Originally attributed 
to the Nazis, the Katyn tragedy remained a secret for fifty years. It was only 
on the eve of the collapse of the Soviet Union that Mikhail Gorbachev was 
forced to recognise Stalin’s responsibility in the perpetration of these crimes. 
His successor, Boris Elstine, disclosed the archives and unearthed some of 
the evidence that has been so long awaited.

C O N T E M P O R A R Y  H I S T O R Y

ATOM: 150 YEARS OF LIES 52’
This film is an historical investigation of radioactivity. From the Curies to 
Fukushima, from the bombings to nuclear disasters, it makes sense of the 
accounts by victims, the soldiers and children contaminated by nuclear 
fallout. It also reveals the lies conveyed by the world of the atom.

NELSON MANDELA BEYOND THE MYTH 52’
Mandela’s legend is built in his absence, during his 27- year incarceration. 
In 1990, when Nelson Mandela is released, South Africa is waiting for their 
Messiah. He doesn’t know it yet, he is the most famous political prisoner ofe 
up to the challenge?

Also available : CHE GUEVARA, BEYOND THE MYTH

@MIPDoc 
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C O N T E M P O R A R Y  H I S T O R Y A R C H E O L O G Y

CUBA , THE REVOLUTION AND THE WORLD 2x52'
For 60 years, Fidel Castro was a thorn in the side of USA and a symbol of anti-imperialist struggle. 
Castro and his compatriots played a prominent role on the international stage and contributed to 
changing the world. Cuba, in Fidel’s words “was a small country which behaved as if it had the 
resources of a great power”. With views from every side – the Cubans, the Russians, the Americans 
and the rest - this film reveals the history of Cuba and its place in the world as never before.

THE MYSTERY OF RASCAR CAPAC MUMMY 52’
A team of archeologists will analyze with mo-
dern technology the mysterious pre Colombian 
mummy that inspired Hergé in The Seven 
Crystal Balls. Where did he come from ? What 
was his life and how did he die ?

LOSING SLEEP 52’
Insomnia, sleep apnea, and narcolepsy are massively increasing in the 
world. Consequences are huge: sick leave from work, billions of dollars 
lost for companies, and worse: obesity, diabetes, early Alzheimer. The 
science of sleep has become a major priority for researchers. In a scientific 
investigation, we discover the new methods developed to find sleep: 
fractional sleep, light therapy, helmets that stimulate the brain. 

SCREEN GENERATION:  A SICK GENERATION? 52’
Smartphone, television, computer, gaming console or digital tablet are 
now unavoidable in our day to day lives. This everyday intrusion has 
sparked numerous controversies – hysteria becomes collective. Are we 
damaging our brain with these damned screens? This scientific movie will 
distinguish between verified truths and falsehoods as well as the merely 
possible side -effects of screen exposure.

S C I E N C E

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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LIVING WITH VOLCANOES 4x52’
Volcanoes dominate human life in the most sur-
prising ways. Half a billion people live at their 
feet. They are essential to our our existence but 
may cause our doom.
This blue chip 4 x 52’ (and more to come) takes 
us to 40 volcanoes filmed across 6 continents 
over 2 years to learn about sacred volcanos, 
beneficial volcanos, and destructive volcanos 
to tell the amazing story of the symbiotic link 
between men and these fire mountains.
2 NEW EPISODES IN UHD TO COME

MICROBIOTA: THE AMAZING POWERS OF THE 
GUT 52’
Hidden deep in our intestines, 100,000 billion 
bacteria are keeping us healthy by producing a 
range of molecules. Although they are invisible 
to the naked eye, they could revolutionize the 
future of medicine. That is, if our modern li-
festyle doesn’t wipe them out first. Is the future 
of medicine being played out in your intestine? 

BACTERIA KILLERS 52’
One hundred years ago, the scientist Félix 
d’Herelle discovered the existence of the 
bacteriophage, a mysterious «bacteria killing» 
virus.  This story retraces the discovery of bacte-
riophages, viruses that only infect bacteria, des-
troying them by reproducing using the bacte-
ria’s own cellular mechanisms. As antibiotics are 
becoming less efficient in fighting increasingly 
strong bacteria, will phage therapy become the 
science of tomorrow?

THE BLOB: A GENIUS WITHOUT A BRAIN 52’
Here comes the Blob! More commonly known as 
slime-mold, this extraordinary one-billion-yea-
rold organism challenges our worldview on 
living matter and is about to revolutionize the 
concept of brainless intelligence. Blending 
science fiction, animation, the beauty of nature, 
humor and cutting-edge science, this is a quirky 
trip exploring this most surprising and mind-
blowing organism.

S C I E N C E

DATA SCIENCE VS FAKE 30x2’
A series of animated films designed to combat misconceptions and misinformation. Thanks to data 
visualizing, discover a collection that transforms data into visually appealing and scientifically accu-
rate animated pictures. Explore graphs and pictures that represent figures down to the last pixel... 
Truth and falsehood have never been clearer.

Examples of already available episodes:
We Will Not Be Able to Feed Everyone in 2050.
The End of Oil.
Melting Ice, Rising Oceans.
The Cockroach, Last One Alive in a Nuclear War...

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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THE MONGOL HORSE TAMER 52’ & 90’
In the Darhat valley of northern Mongolia, the 
horses of the nomadic tribes are disappearing. 
Bandits are stealing them to sell to Russian 
abattoirs for just a few rubles. But Shukhert, a 
crime-fighting Darhat horseman, is relentlessly 
pursuing them to the Taiga mountain range of 
Mongolia, on the border with Siberia. 

T R A V E L  &  A D V E N T U R E

WELCOME TO MY STRANGE CITY 10x52'
All over the planet, cities seem to pop up and 
grow, sometimes despite extreme climatic 
or geographical conditions. How do people 
acclimate to lead normal lives? Some are 
extremely cold, others extremely hot, very high, 
isolated or incredibly densely populated. There 
are dozens of cities that are not very appealing 
from our perspective. And yet, there inhabitants 
are unaware that their daily lives are a feat in 
themselves.

360° GEO - SEASON 20 & 21 – 50x26’  
Whether they depict deep-sea divers in the Bermuda triangle or game 
keepers in the far reaches of the Siberian forest, these films provide us with 
insights into the lives and work of exceptional men and women. Our teams 
travel the planet exploring nature, technology and remote civilizations 
and portray what they discover there through meticulously documented, 
emotion-packed reports.
This multiple award-winning series is one of the most ambitious 

DESTINATIONS 300x13’
Far from the frenzy of urban life, the series is an invitation to enjoy the 
simple pleasures of traveling to the four corners of the world to discover 
places that inspired the great artists, resulting in an exchange between a 
land, a town, a landscape and a work of art.

W I L D L I F E

FEAST OF THE KILLER WHALE  52’
Follow Didier Noirot, one of the world’s greatest 
underwater cameramen, as he tracks the largest 
concentration of orcas - using 8K underwater 
cameras and drones - and dives right into the 
heart of the hunt for herring. Orcas, whales and 
fishermen join in to claim their share of the 
booty in the Arctic Sea, north of Norway.

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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N A T U R E  &  D I S C O V E R Y

RITUALS OF THE WORLD 15x26'
Fire dancing in Papua New Guinea or climbing to 
the top of the Ethiopian cliffs to introduce one’s 
child to God: this series reveals how some people 
today still practice rituals that structure their 
lives and become, beyond a simple social bond, a 
structuring force and a source of culture. Rituals 
help organise chaos, warding off our fears and 
bringing to light the meaning in our lives. 

LANDS OF WOMEN  5x52'
From India to the Bijagos archipelago, discover the 
last of the world’s matriarchies through the stories 
of the women who run them. Each of the five films 
in the collection is an immersion into one of these
societies, through the eyes of a woman whose most 
intimate dreams and desires we will share

A TASTE OF FRANCE  8x52’
Spurred by their passion and ambition, talented 
international chefs are reviving the spirit of 
French cuisine with renewed vigor. Journey with 
them as they dive into the fascinating stories 
behind France’s regional products from Corsica, 
Provence, Burgundy,…to compose authentic, 
sophisticated and delicious French menus.

FOOD MAKERS GO GLOBAL 5x26’
When Eastern food meets Western food, outstanding dishes are created!  
Our heroes are food and the people who produce it. Each episode is 
dedicated to a single organic product
– from cheese to salted fish roe and pasta – and to the stories behind
it. Stories of real people who work to produce outstanding foodstuffs, rooted 
in their local environment and culture. What will they learn from each 
other?

L I F E S T Y L E

JULIE ANDREWS FOREVER 52’
Julie Andrews starred in Hollywood productions that have become iconic 
movies, winning an Oscar for her performance as Mary Poppins, a symbol 
of the magic of musicals from the 1960s. And yet, behind the squeaky-
clean image hides a much more tortuous career, with its moments of glory 
and tough times

C I N E M A
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JANE FONDA 52’
Very few Icons have at once embodied the 
Myths of their own country while revealing its 
contradictions: heiress of the Hollywood star 
system and muse of the French auteur Cinema, 
Academy Award winning actress and committed 
producer, feminist and aerobic queen, activist 
and fearless businesswoman…

FANTASTIC MISTER MURRAY 52’
Outside of his films, Bill Murray is almost always 
an elusive man. He hates interviews but isn’t a 
misanthrope. He prefers to be where we don’t 
expect him. This film reveals the extraordinary 
character behind the famous actor. You will 
discover the origin of his comedic genius, his 
passions, his causes...

ISABELLE HUPPERT : PERSONAL MESSAGE  BY WILLIAM KAREL 52’
Isabelle Huppert recounts her own biography, in her own way. In doing so, 
she weaves all her past lives into a single story. Explore all her roles on the 
silver screen with a multitude of images forming but one and the same 
life – neither really being her own, nor fully that of another.

HTCHCOCK CONFIDENTIAL 52’
We may think that everything has been said about the great Alfred, but 
what do we really know about the man behind the director? Through the 
intimate, gentle and critical eyes of his wife and collaborator, Alma, this 
film will allow us to discover Hitchcock anew, between darkness and light.

JOHN WAYNE, AMERICA AT ALL COSTS 52’
Archetype of a heroic cowboy or uncompromi-
sing macho: Wayne fascinates. The film reveals 
the man through his unexpected – but real - 
frailty, and portrays its hero at the twilight of his 
life. The aim of this film is to make a connexion 
between “the patriot artist” and the real man.

C I N E M A @MIPDoc @MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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I N V E S T I G A T I O N

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN  52’
This film opens the doors to the work of a unique creator with a creative process always on the move 
and with a unique know-how. He reveals himself as a free and passionate alchemist who imagines 
shoes as real works of art. Instinctive and spontaneous, Christian Louboutin is a creator with a singular 
journey. Constantly on the alert, he develops immediately recognizable collections of shoes and 
accessories to keep pace with the seasons. This documentary is an opportunity for the creator to share 
his love for shoes, to pay a vibrant tribute to the artists and craftsmen who crossed his path while 
returning to his sources of inspiration.
 

A JOURNEY WITH SHOES 52’
From the first rough hessian to glossy, towering, 
highly expensive Louboutin, shoes have 
sympbolized status, power and sex appeal. 
This fim tells how shoes revel how we live and 
the social class we inhibit, while following the 
making of a «perfect shoe» by highly successful 
shoemakers Preston and Zly and 3 wannabe 
shoe desigers.

F A S H I O N

P O P  C U LT U R E

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO RADIOHEAD 52’
Radiohead’s music has been crossing borders 
and transcending genres for 25 years. This 
documentary reveals how the band succeeded 
in reinventing themselves to always be in step 
with the times, and how they managed to pre-
serve their originality and independence. 

GUITAR, A SIX STRING WEAPON 52’
For most of the 20th century, more than any 
other instrument, the guitar was a symbol of 
rebellion. Wielded by musicians from all walks 
of life, it was a weapon used to wage ideologi-
cal battles, to fight the establishment and light 
the fires of resistance.

MUSIC LIVE COLLECTION 32x30’
A collection of 32 live concerts filmed in optimal 
conditions, often in 4K, in extraordinary places. 
Among the artists : Angus and Julia Stone, 
Lucas Debargue, Christian Scott, Monty Alexan-
der, Avishai Cohen Quartet, Linda Lee Hopkins, 
Jacky Terrasson... KINTSUGI and many more. A 
collection of pop, jazz, afro and classical music 
live concerts.

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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THE CARAVAGGIO AFFAIR 52’&90’
This film offers an exceptional insight into the 
history of a masterpiece rediscovered after four 
centuries in the wilderness. In April 2016, a 
shockwave went through the art world. A long-
lost Caravaggio canvas had been found near 
Toulouse. The work was valued at 120 million 
euros. But where did this painting come from? 
Is it really by Caravaggio? 

LEONARDO’S REDISCOVERED MASTERPIECE 52’&90’
Today, it is expertly acknowledged that “Madonna with the Yarnwinder” is an authentic Leonardo 
Da Vinci. But to get to this conclusion, this masterpiece has undergone multiple interpretations, 
including its purchase as a well-made copy by an English lord in 1809.
The recent authentication by the Louvre was a long and tedious process, and the experts not 
only used state of the art scientific techniques, but also had to dive into Leonardo’s universe, 
his turbulent lifestyle and his other signature works. This film is the opportunity to rediscover 
Renaissance Italy

A R T  &  C U LT U R EF A S H I O N

ISABEL MARANT, BIRTH OF A COLLECTION 52’
She is renowned worldwide for her fashion sense 
that combines chic and casual. Isabel Marant is 
pivotal in the world of fashion. She dresses up 
“real girls”, not fantasies. We will follow her 
from the first beginnings of a collection to its 
realization on the podium.
 

THE NEW FASHION 2x40’
40 minutes in total immersion in the fashion 
world with Mademoiselle Agnès. Ten days of 
fashion, stimulated by the new generation 
of designers, reassured by the old guard, and 
dazzled by hallucinating scenography.

ALSO AVAILABLE : PARIS FASHION WEEK 4x52’

 

CHINA’S SUPER COLLECTORS 2x40’
They are omnipresent on the international art 
market. They spend millions in US dollars on 
works by Picasso, Modigliani, Van Gogh or the 
French Impressionists. For the first time, these 
wealthy and discrete collectors open their door 
to show their priceless treasures!
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SNAPSHOTS OF MEXICO 2x26’
Mexico is regularly in the headlines around the 
world. Despite drowning in violence and corrup-
tion, Mexico is also a symbol of resistance and a 
reservoir of creativity embodied by its cinema, 
its visual arts and also by its photographers.
ALSO AVAILABLE: SNAPSHOTS IN CHINA, IN 
INDIA, IN RUSSIA.

DOCTOR JIVAGO, I INVITE YOU TO MY 
EXECUTION 52’
Boris Pasternak’s great novel Doctor Jivago is 
very popular. It won the Nobel Prize for Litera-
ture in 1958 and was successfully adapted by 
Hollywood. But its author’s struggle against the 
Russian authorities, the censorship, or the CIA’s 
involvement is less talked about. Discover this 
great Russian novel’s rocky journey in the midst 
of the Cold War. To this day, it still arouses lively 
debates in Russia.

A R T  &  C U LT U R E L I T E R A T U R EP H O T O

ARTISTS AND LOVE  9x26’
This documentary series will tell the story of 
intimate and tumultuous love stories in the 
context of art history. A love story is a fasci-
nating detour that can lead us to discover and 
rediscover an artistic journey and the works that 
are born from its romantic encounters. With: 
Amedao Modigliani and Jeanne Hébuterne, Lee 
Miller and Man Ray, Gerda Taro and Robert Capa 
and more.

4 NEW EPISODES  

DORIAN GRAY, A PORTRAIT OF OSCAR WILDE 
52'
This documentary allows the viewer to 
experience the dramatic power of this fantasy 
tale that probes the torments of narcissism, and  
explores the book’s premonitory dimension, 
which prefigures both the author’s tragic fate and 
contemporary society’s obsession with image.

 
COLETTE, THE REBELLIOUS  52'  
By turns novelist, mime, dancer, nude, critic, 
screenwriter, publicist, and even shopkeeper, 
Colette lived life to the full, continually 
reinventing herself through a series of scandals 
and metamorphoses. A provincial woman who 
became an icon of the Belle Epoque.
 

 
WHO'S AFRAID OF LADY CHATTERLEY? 52'  & 
90'
In 1960, the British Crown sued the publishing 
house Penguin Books in order to ban D.H. 
Lawrence’s “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” – a graphic 
account of an aristocrat and her gamekeeper’s 
carnal love. Based on selected excerpts from the 
trial, the film offers to explore what made Lady 
Chatterley a literary and popular myth that has 
gone above and beyond its century and borders.

 

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 

@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 

@MIPDoc 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Je_vous_invite_a_mon_execution__Le_dossier_Docteur_Jivago
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_Mexique_dans_l_objectif_52
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AMOUR_A_L_OEUVRE_-_SAISON_2__L__
https://sales.arte.tv/fiche/Le_Portrait_de_Dorian_Gray_ou_le_reve_de_la_jeunesse_eternelle
https://sales.arte.tv/fiche/Colette__l_insoumise
https://sales.arte.tv/fiche/Qui_a_peur_de_Lady_Chatterley______Orgasme_et_lutte_des_classes_dans_un_jardin_anglais___

